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Review of “Back to pristine levels: a meta-analysis of suspended sediment transport in
large German river channels”

This paper presents new analysis on suspended concentration changes in many German
rivers during the 1990-2010 period. The authors show that there is a significant decrease
in surface suspended concentrations by an average of -0.92 mg/L/yr related to a decrease
of sediment supply. Interestingly, the suspended sediment load is (in 2010) very close to
the reconstructed Early Holocene sediment load before human impact on the landscape.
Although it is difficult to single out the cause of this observed sediment decline, the
authors argue that the most likely explanation is a change of agricultural practices, i.e. the
expansion of conservation agriculture and increasing building of retention basins. Overall,
this is a very interesting and well-written paper, with robust statistical analysis and
arguments. This manuscript is worth being published in ESurf providing some minor
revisions (see below):

Specific comments:

Lines 34-47: this paragraph is a bit too long. I suggest reducing it by 50%
Line 60: “In 2009/10 about 38% of arable land were under soil conservation” should be
“In 2009/10 about 38% of arable land was under soil conservation”
Line 65 “periode” should be “period”
Lines 100-101: what is the pore size the coffee filters that were used?
Line 109: is there a rationale for choosing 150 sample/year as the cutoff number of
samples for considering annual SSC representative? Or is it a value chosen arbitrarily?
(Which is fine, but maybe specify it in the main text).
Lines 130-132 and 170-171: what are the reason(s) for not using rating curves to
correct for missing measurements? A sensitivity test (e.g. in the supplementary
materials) for a few rivers comparing mean SSC with and without correction for missing
measurements using rating curve approach and discharge may be useful here to



demonstrate that the data gaps do not affect the calculated mean SSC and observed
trends. Also, are the 150 data points evenly distributed throughout seasons for all
rivers?
Line 141 “the assumption of LSR is violated” It would be clearer if you stated what this
assumption was first in case people are not familiar with linear least squares regression
Line 184 “Warwick (2015)” should this be “Warrick (2015)” as before? If not and it is a
separate reference, it is missing from the reference list
Line 214 “artificial areas” I see this is how CORINE names this group of classes (which
contains Urban fabric, industrial units, mining and construction sites, artificial vegetated
areas) but the name itself is a bit vague. Maybe at line 216 you could specify the kind
of land cover class this refers to.
Lines 247-248: in figure 4, is the “average SSC” the average during the 1990-2010
period?
Lines 303-305: this is important. Many large river studies have shown that SSC
increases (sometimes by a factor 2 to 5) with depth. This increase SSC with depth
often related to increase of suspended silt and sand content above the riverbed. Is
there any existing study on the Rhine or other German rivers reporting the extent of
possible suspended sediment concentration change with depth? Although probably
unlikely, a change in the proportion of fine/coarse sediment supply could lead to a
decrease of surface SSC (fine sediments) but increase of SSC at depth and therefore an
increase of depth average SSC?
Lines 322 and 325: technical correction, replace “Fig. 4” by “Fig. 5”
Line 349 “decreases sediment loads had no major impact” should be “decreases in
sediment loads had no major impact” or “decreasing sediment loads had no major
impact”
Line 390 “SSCs changes between 1970 and 2020 are unraveled by the compilation of
the residual SSCs which were calculated using the daily SSCs and the long term
average SSC for each station.” This is not really clear. Are these the residuals from
your Sen slope regression?
Figure 11: The dashed lines show the start and end of your study period. It might be
clearer if you labelled them.
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